letters
Got a question for Laura Strutt
on sewing and dressmaking? Or
a project to share? Get in touch at
letters@lovesewingmag.com

Q

Why do you need to pre-wash
fabric before you use it and
what's the best way to do it?
Jackie Fletcher, Lancashire

A

Pre-washing does sound tedious
and time-consuming, but it does
result in a neater, more professional
finish for your project. Washing
removes any coating left on the surface
from the manufacturing process which
can alter the feel or drape of the fabric,
and any shrinkage will occur now and
not on the finished garment or project.
It is also a good way to ensure that any
excess dyes are removed, helping the
finished make to remain colourfast.
The care instructions for your fabric

should be on the selvedge or the bolt
end – if in doubt, ask when you buy it.
Try to get into the habit of laundering
materials when you buy them so that
they are washed, pressed and ready
when you want to use them. Once
washed, allow to air dry away from
direct sunlight.
Some woven fabric, like cottons, can
fray around the edges during the wash.
If this happens, just snip around the
raw edges with dressmaking scissors.
Once dry, press the fabric to remove
the creases to give a smooth flat surface
to begin your project. Test the iron's
temperature on a small section close
to the selvedge to ensure that the heat
won't scorch or mark the fabric.

Avoid shrinkage by
washing your fabric
before you sew with it
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Q

I want to make my own
clothes but I’ve never
used a pattern before. What’s
the difference between digital
patterns and traditional tissue
paper patterns, and which is
better to start with?
Sue Ambler, Oxfordshire

FOR
FREE

Patterns and tutorials
that don't cost a penny

A

For the most part, both
sorts of patterns have been
created for ease of use, so it is
largely a matter of preference. For
dressmaking, a digital pattern
for a project such as a bag or this
issue's simple Brigitte dress, is a
great way to access a pattern very
quickly and simply. Plus there's
also a huge choice of patterns
from independent designers to
choose from. In terms of what's
easier to use, traditional tissue
paper patterns, usually printed
on a number of sheets, will seem
extremely large when opened
out fully, so they can look rather
daunting if you’ve not worked
with one before. On the plus side,
the size of these sheets usually
means that the pattern pieces will
be represented at full size, so you
will not have to fiddle about with
a photocopier, resizing the pieces
before you cut them from your
fabric. The transparent nature of
the paper also makes positioning
the pieces on to the fabrics very
easy, you are able to move them
around to accommodate motifs

Q

I’ve recently lost quite a bit
of weight and I’m now two
dress sizes smaller. Which items
of clothing can I easily alter?
I don’t want to fork out on a
whole new wardrobe.
Emma Sutton, Edinburgh

A

Some garments will be
easier to alter than others,
so begin with items that have
only a few seams, rather than
those with heavy tailoring. The
trick is to turn the garment you
want to alter inside out while you
try it on, so you can access the
seams and the areas you want to
fix. Then simply pin the garment
in place to suit your body shape.
For trousers and skirts, remove
the waistband before you begin.

and help locate the grain or bias
of the fabric through the sheet.
In theory, once you’ve used them
you can re-fold the cut pieces and
safely store them in their wallet
for future use. However, as the
paper is so thin and lightweight,
repeated use of pins can cause

“Sewing pattern
envelopes usually
state the number of
pattern pieces.
A high number
indicates complex
construction”
them to become damaged over
time – so they can be of limited
use. If you have concerns about
complexity, check the pattern's
envelope before you buy it. The
envelope will usually state the
This will give you full access to
the seams, and you can alter and
reapply the waistband once the
alterations have been made. After
you have marked out the initial
placement for the new seams,
remove the garment and use
a seam gauge or tape measure
to ensure the new seam lines
will be perfectly even. Using
a contrasting tacking thread,
work along the new seam lines,
ensuring they run smoothly
from the original seam to the
position of the new seam.
Once tacked, turn the garment
through to the
right side and
slip on. You
will be able
to see if you

number of pattern pieces there
are on the sheets. A high number
indicates complex construction.
For more complex projects,
digital patterns can also be
fiddly to size and assemble, and
you must check the settings on
your printer to ensure that the
pattern is printed to the correct
size. Since these patterns are
usually printed out over a series
of A4 sheets, you need to align
and secure each piece together
correctly with tape before placing
on your fabric. The pattern might
not use the same markers as
traditional patterns, so make sure
the one you choose comes with
a guide to follow when placing
and cutting the pieces from your
fabric. The good thing about
digital patterns is that because
printer paper is more robust,
they can withstand being
pinned and reused a number
of times, thus extending the life
of your purchase.
want to make any adjustments to
the positions of the new seams.
Once you are happy with the
placement of the new seams,
turn inside out again and, with a
straight machine stitch, work the
new seam. Neaten by trimming
any excess fabric from the
seam allowance, using pinking
shears will prevent the raw edges
from fraying. Press open the
seams and adjust and re-secure
the waistband.

Smart, slinky and super
flattering, Kelly Crawford's
Plum Harvest dress is a
gorgeous spring/summer
frock we're itching
to make. www.sewing
innomansland.com

Vintage dressmaking
enthusiast and blogger
Handmade Jane gets creative
with lace and a plain Peter Pan
collar in this easy-to-follow
tutorial with brilliant results.
www.handmadejane.co.uk

Keep little ears warm
on cooler days with
Purl Bee's incredibly cute
baby bonnet lined with cosy
organic cotton fleece.
www.purlbee.com
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